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Abstract. A systematic review of literature on the relationship between Supply Chain Integration (SCI) and firm performance shows inconsistency in the results. Some of the studies show a direct relationship between SCI and firm performance, while other shows no significant relationship between these constructs. Further, there is a stream of research which proved that the relationship between SCI and performance is mediated through some intermediate performance outcomes. Based on the gaps identified through an extensive literature review, this study proposes that three dimensions of SCI – supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration will lead to different performance outcomes which will further influence financial performance of the firm. Further, a conceptual framework is presented postulating the relationship between constructs of interest.
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Introduction

In the past one decade there has been growing consensus concerning the strategic importance of integrating with suppliers, manufacturers and customers (Bowersox, Morash 1989; Barrat 2004; Rosenzweig et al. 2003). With the growing importance of a well integrated supply chain, it has become one of the main focuses of research in the area of supply chain management.

Supply chain integration has been defined by Clancy (1998) as: “…attempting to elevate the linkages within each component of the chain, (to facilitate) better decision making (and) to get all the pieces of the chain to interact in a more efficient way (and thus) . . create supply chain visibility (and) identify bottlenecks” (Clancy, cited in Putzger 1998: 55).

Recently Flynn et al. (2010) gave a more holistic definition of supply chain integration as “the degree to which a manufacturer strategically collaborates with its supply chain partners and collaboratively manages intra and inter organizational processes with the goal to achieve effective and efficient flows of products and services, information, money and decisions, to provide maximum value to the customer at low cost and high speed.”

Though SCI has been considered as a vital contributor to business performance (Vickery et al. 2003; Frohlich, Westbrooch 2001; Li et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2002), the research shows inconsistency in its finding about the relationship between SCI and performance. These issues are related to inconsistent definition and operationalization of SCI and performance constructs. The review of literature shows that SCI has been studied as a unidimensional construct (Vickery et al. 2003; Rosenzweig 2003), two dimensional constructs (Stank et al. 2001; Zailani, Rajagopal 2005; Pagell 2004; Stanley, Wisner 2001), and also as a multidimensional construct (Droge et al. 2004; Narasimhan, Kim 2002; Gimenez, Ventura 2005). Flynn et al. (2010) identified three
dimensions of SCI which are- supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration. The integration of various functional departments within the firm is termed as internal integration while integration with upstream suppliers and downstream with customer together is termed as external integration.

Similar variation can be seen in the measurement of performance constructs also. Some of the authors have related SCI with the operational performance while others have linked it with financial performance. Some of the other studies have shown the relationship between SCI and financial performance through mediating and moderating variables. They argued that SCI does not directly impact firm performance, instead, it provides companies some competitive capabilities which in turn affect its financial performance (Vickery et al. 2003; Rosenzweig et al. 2003).

Hence, it is important to understand the performance outcomes of different dimensions of supply chain integration. Further, the impact of these performance outcomes on financial performance is also an interesting avenue for research. This study reviews the existing literature on the relationship between supply chain integration and performance. Further, a conceptual research model is presented along with research propositions.

1. Literature review

Stevens (1989) highlighted the importance of supply chain integration. He stated that providing a high service level to customers without incurring additional cost is possible only when a company has a well integrated supply chain. His seminal work initiated several research in this area. Although the benefits of having an integrated supply chain was well documented after the work of Stevens, it was first empirically tested by Frohlich and Westbrook (2001). They investigated the relationship between supplier integration, customer integration and performance. The result showed that the companies with a higher degree of supplier and customer integration had the largest rate of performance improvement for all performance measure except for return investment.

Vickery et al. (2003) investigated the impact of supply chain integration strategy on customer service and firm performance. The result showed a positive relationship between supply chain integration and customer service, customer service and firm performance. However, when the impact of supply chain integration was tested on firm performance the result was found to be insignificant showing that the relationship between supply chain integration and firm performance is fully mediated through customer service. This important finding gave an indication that supply chain integration impact financial performance indirectly via some immediate performance outcomes. Hence, it was also an answer for the insignificant result between SCI and ROI found in Frohlich, Westbrook study (2001).

Adding to the literature on SCI, Rosenzweig et al. (2003), investigated the mediating role of manufacturing capabilities (quality, flexibility, delivery and cost) between supply chain integration intensity (a proxy variable for SCI) and business performance. The result supported positive relationship between supply chain integration intensity and manufacturing capabilities. Further, the result showed that the relationship between integration intensity and sales growth and customer satisfaction was partially mediated through manufacturing capabilities.

Frohlich (2002) investigated the impact of e-integration (internet enabled supply chain integration) on performance. The study showed that e-integration has a strong positive impact on the e-business performance (measured as percentage of incoming procurement and outgoing finished goods transacted over the internet) and operational performance of the firm. Germain, Iyer (2006) investigated the impact of internal and external integration in the supply chain on logistics performance and financial performance. They also investigated the moderating role of internal integration on the relationship between external integration and logistics performance. The result suggested that internal integration and external integration has a positive impact on logistical performance. Internal integration was found to moderate the relationship between external integration and logistical performance. Further, internal integration and external integration were found to have no direct impact on financial performance but the relationship was mediated through logistical performance.

Lee et al. (2007) investigated the relationship between supply chain linkages (a proxy for supply chain integration) and supply chain performance. The impacts of three dimensions of supply chain linkages namely supplier linkage, customer linkage, internal linkage were investigated on two well known performance indicators of supply chain, namely cost containment and performance reliability, as well as on overall supply chain performance. The study revealed that all three linkages were positively related to overall performance and performance reliability. While supplier and internal linkages were found to have significant positive impact on cost containment performance, the result was found insignificant for customer linkage.

Li et al. (2009) investigated the relationship between IT implementation, supply chain integration and supply chain performance. The result showed that there is no significant relationship between IT implementation and supply chain performance but the relationship is mediated by supply chain integration. Further, when tested, direct significant relationship was found between IT implementation and supply chain integration and between supply chain integration and supply chain performance. This study again
confirmed the relationship between SCI and supply chain performance.

Prajogo, Olhager (2012), extended the research framework of Li et al. (2009) by incorporating strategic relationships with suppliers as a potential antecedent of IT implementation. To test the link between information flow and material flow in the supply chain, they considered two dimensions of SCI- information integration and logistics integration. Further they added both the technological aspect (information technology) and social aspect (information sharing) of information integration to provide a more comprehensive framework. They argued that while the use of technology in information sharing is important, the frequency, quantity and quality of information being shared also matters. Information integration requires firms to share strategic supply chain information apart from transaction data such as material or product orders. The result suggested that both information sharing and information technology have significant effects on logistics integration. Long term relationships with suppliers have both direct and indirect effects on performance. The indirect effect is via the effect on information integration and logistics integration.

Wong et al. (2011) investigated the moderating role of environmental uncertainty on the relationships between SCI and operational performance. The result suggested that supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration have a positive impact on delivery, production cost, product quality and production flexibility. Further, the result showed that under high environmental uncertainty (EU), internal integration will have greater impact on production cost and product quality, external integration will have greater impact on delivery and production flexibility. However the moderating effect of the EU was not found to be significant on the relationship between customer/supplier integration and product quality and production cost.

Schoenherr, Swink (2012) investigated the impact of supply chain integration strategies on quality, delivery, flexibility and cost performance. The result showed that the relationship between external integration strategy is moderated by the internal integration only for the flexibility and delivery but not for quality and cost performance.

Flynn et al. (2010) investigated the impact of supply chain integration on performance using both the contingency and configuration approach. They investigated how individual dimensions of SCI – supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration relate to operational and business performance of firms as well as how patterns of SCI are related to operational and business performance. Result showed a positive relationship between internal integration and operational performance, customer integration and operational performance and no significant relationship between supplier integration and operational performance. However, for the business performance only internal integration was found to be significant.

Vaart, Donk (2008) carried out a comprehensive review of 33 research papers published after the year 2000 which studied the effect of level of SCI on the performance of firms. He found that most of these studies showed an insignificant relationship. From a critical review of these studies they reasoned that the insignificance of the relationship may be due to non-existence of a direct relationship. This relationship may be mediated by other variables. This conclusion has support from other studies (Vickery et al. 2003; Rosenzweig et al. 2003). They inferred that it is important to relate the level of integration in a single relationship to the performance outcomes of that relationship. For example if integration is between buyer and supplier, the performance should be measured in terms of the aims of these efforts with respect to this particular relationship like reduction in reaction time, need to hold less stocks etc. which would further impact financial performance of the firms.

2. Performance measures used in SCI literature

The analysis of performance measures used in supply chain integration literature shows that authors have addressed some dimension of supply chain management performance measures, but not all. Authors have used either operational measures of performance (Dong et al. 2001; Shin et al. 2000), or only financial performance (Benton, Malone 2005; Duffy, Fearne 2004; Jayaram et al. 2004; Narasimhan, Kim 2002; Tan et al. 2002) or only customer service measures (Bagchi, Skjøtt-Larsen 2005; Carr, Pearson 2002; Kaufmann, Carter 2006; Ramdas, Spekman 2000; Stank et al. 2001) or time based measures (Droge et al. 2004). Others have used combinations of these performance measures in their studies (Das et al. 2006; Devraj et al. 2007; Frohlich, Westbrook 2001; Li et al. 2006; Prahlinski, Benton 2004; Droge et al. 2004).

Further analysis of these performance measures at item levels reveals the difference in measurement of the same construct, hence the lack of consistency. For example, Dong et al. (2001) used three items (inventory cost, outbound transportation cost and production cost) and Lee et al. (2007) used five items (inbound cost, outbound cost, warehousing cost, inventory holding cost and return on net asset) to measure cost based performance. Droge et al. (2004) used two different factors to capture times based operational performances namely time to market (product development time, product introduction time) and time to product (manufacturing lead time, procurement lead time and delivery speed.) using two and three items respectively.

Frohlich, Westbrook (2001) used three measures of performance, which are productivity, non productivity and marketplace performance. The analysis of productivity and
non productivity construct reveals that they are measured using time based (manufacturing lead time, procurement lead time etc.), cost based (manufacturing cost, overhead cost etc.) and customer service based (customer satisfaction on time delivery etc.) items, eight items were used to measure both the constructs.

Flynn et al. (2010) used two measures of performance namely operational performance and business performance. They also captured an operational performance using eight items which are a combination of time based (on time delivery, quick introduction of new products in the market, quick response to market changes, etc.) and customer service based (high level of customer service) performance measures. Contrary to this, only three items were used to capture operational performance by Frohlich (2002) (delivery time, transaction cost and inventory turnover) and Aryee et al. (2008) (production cycle time, new product to market and percentage of supplier getting forecast or demand data).

The same inconsistency can be seen in the measurement of financial performance measures. Flynn et al. (2010) used eight items (growth in sales, return on sales, growth in profits etc.), Kannan, Tan (2010) used four items (market share, ROA, customer service level and overall competitive position), Frohlich, Westbrook (2001) used four items (market share, profitability and ROI), Vickery et al. (2003) used three items (ROI, ROA and return on sales) and Rosenzweig et al. (2003) used also used three items (ROA, percentage of revenue from new product and overall customer satisfaction rating) to capture firm performance.

Table 1 presents the summary of supply chain integration research.

### 3. Gaps in literature

The literature review on the relationship between SCI and performance shows that there is a need:

- To identify the immediate performance outcomes of different dimensions of SCI.
- To examine the relationship between different dimensions of SCI and their immediate performance outcomes.
- To examine the relationship between immediate performance outcomes and the financial performance of the firm.

### 4. Proposed research model

The conceptual model for research has been developed based on the literature review and presented in Fig. 1. The proposed research model is primarily aimed at capturing the immediate performance outcomes of supply chain integration efforts. It takes into account three dimensions of SCI as suggested by Flynn et al. (2010) which are — supplier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Focus and Theme</th>
<th>Types of Research</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between SCI and firm performance (Positive relationship supported)</td>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>– Stank et al. 2001a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Childerhouse, Towill 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Gimenez, Ventura 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Koufteros et al. 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Kulp et al. 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Droge et al. 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Wang et al. 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Li et al. 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Kannan, Tan 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Wong et al. 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Relationship between SCI and firm performance (Positive relationship not supported) | Empirical | – Hertz 2001 |
| – Stank et al. 2001b |
| – Vickery et al. 2003 |
| – Rosenzweig et al. 2003 |
| – Germain, Iyer 2006 |

| Relationship between SCI and firm performance (Mixed result) | Empirical | – Salvador et al. 2001 |
| – Rosenzweig et al. 2003 |
| – Vickery et al. 2003 |
| – Swink et al. 2007 |

| – Narasimhan, Kim 2002 |
| – Kim 2006 |
| – Swink et al. 2007 |
| – Richey et al. 2009 |
| – Wong et al. 2011 |
| – Schoenherr, Swink 2012 |

| Investigation of moderators in the relationship between SCI and performance | Empirical | – Pagell 2004 |
| – Aryee et al. 2008 |
| – Zhao et al. 2008 |

| Investigation of antecedents and barriers to SCI | Conceptual | – Richey et al. 2009 |
| – Vijayasaranthy 2010 |

integration, customer integration and internal integration. The immediate performance outcome of supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration has been labeled as supplier related performance outcome (SRPO), customer related performance outcome (CRPO) and manufacturing related performance outcome (MRPO) respectively.

### 5. Constructs descriptions and research propositions

Supplier integration: Supplier integration refers to the degree to which a firm partners with its suppliers to structure their inter-organizational practices, procedures, strategies and behaviors into synchronized and manageable process in order to fulfill customer’s requirements at lowest cost (Chen, Paulraj 2004; Stank et al. 2001; Flynn et al. 2010; Zhao et al. 2008).
Customer Integration: Customer integration refers to the degree to which a firm collaborates with its customers to improve visibility and enable joint planning (Fisher et al. 1994; Wong et al. 2011). Customer integration provides manufacturer better understanding of market expectation and the opportunities and helps in being more responsive to customer needs and requirement (Swink et al. 2007).

Internal Integration: Internal integration refers to the degree to which a manufacturer structures its own organizational strategies, processes and practices into collaborative synchronized processes in order to meet customers’ requirement at lowest cost (Zhao et al. 2008; Flynn et al. 2010). Internal integration emphasizes that different departments in an organization should act as an integrated process rather than acting as functional silos.

Supplier Related Performance Outcome (SRPO): Suppliers play a prominent role in the performance of an organization. Poor product quality and late delivery of raw materials coming from suppliers can add significant cost to buyers in terms of inspection, rework and returns etc. Thus, supplier quality, delivery, flexibility and cost performance are the intermediate outcomes of the implementation of an appropriate supply chain strategy (Chen, Paulraj 2004). Hence, this study describes SRPO as the specific performances that can be achieved with a high level of integration with suppliers.

Customer Related Performance Outcome (CRPO): Customers play a prominent role in the performance of an organization. A close collaboration between manufacturers and customers helps in improving the accuracy of demand information which reduces manufacturer’s production planning and product design time and inventory obsolescence. Some of the benefits of integrating with customers are lower product development cost, higher quality with fewer defects, fewer engineering changes and shorter time to market and higher responsiveness (Flynn et al. 2010). Hence, this study describes CRPO as the specific performances that can be achieved with a high level of integration with customers.

Manufacturing Related performance Outcome (MRPO): The integration of information system across different department to share information and formation of cross functional teams helps in product and process improvement. Some of the other benefits of internal integration are reduced manufacturing cost, reduced manufacturing lead time and short new production lead time etc. Hence, this study describes MRPO as the specific performances that can be achieved with a high level of internal integration.

Financial performance: Financial performance measures reflect the assessment of a firm by factors outside of the firm’s boundary (Chen, Paulraj 2004). The conventional indicators used to measure financial performance of a firm are- return on investment, return on assets, present value of the firm, market share, and profitability etc.

Based on the research model presented in Fig. 1 following propositions are proposed:

**Relationship between supplier integration and performance**

Past researchers observed that integration between manufactures and suppliers positively influences different performance outcomes. Their observations are summarized below.

The development of strong strategic partnership with suppliers helps in facilitating their understanding and anticipation of manufacturer’s needs, in order to better meet its changing requirements (Flynn et al. 2010). The exchange of information between suppliers and manufacturers about processes, products, schedules and capabilities helps manufacturers in developing their production plan and producing goods on time leading to improved delivery performance. The information sharing among supply partners provides several logistics benefits (Zhao et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2007) and also agility and flexibility (Swafford et al. 2008). Supplier integration helps in reducing production costs, administrative costs and logistics costs (Handfield, Nichols 1999; Gimenez, Ventura 2005; Devraj et al. 2007) and hence reduces the cost of running the system (Coase 1937). The integration with suppliers promotes cooperation, coordination and joint problem solving routine (Narasimhan, Jayaram 1998) which reduces waste and redundancy of efforts in managing supply chain activities across partner firms (Swink et al. 2007). Integration with suppliers and customers helps in improving time based performance such as product development time, procurement lead time (Droge et al. 2004; Rosenzweig et al. 2003). The involvement of suppliers in early stage of product development engenders quicker product development and introduction time.

![Fig. 1. The proposed research model](image-url)
The supplier integration is important to deliver superior value to customers (Ragatz et al. 2002). The close coordination with suppliers is important for reducing delivery lead time and reducing buffer inventories (Handfield 1993). Supplier integration has become critical to success of companies because it helps in significant improvement in terms of delivery quality, shorter cycle time and reduces cost and production lead time (Shin et al. 2000; Ragatz et al. 2002). On the basis of the above observation, the following research proposition is proposed:

**P1:** Supplier integration is positively related to supplier related performance outcome.

**Relationship between customer integration and performance**

Past researchers observed that integration between manufactures and customers positively influences different performance outcomes. Their observations are summarized below.

The close relationship between manufacturers and customers helps in improving the accuracy of demand information which helps in reducing the product design and production planning time for manufacturers. The tight integration with customers reduces inventory obsolescence and also costs (Flynn et al. 2010). Customers integration helps manufacturer in becoming more responsive to the need of customers, create greater value and detect demand changes more quickly. Customer integration has been found to impact customer satisfaction, both directly (Homburg, Stock 2004) and indirectly through its relationship to product innovation performance and product quality performance (Koufteros et al. 2005). The manufacturers who are integrated with customers can reduce inventories and decrease delivery times and become more flexible to customer demands, hence make the supply chain more efficient (Barrat 2004; Clark, Lee 2000). On the basis of the above observation, the following research proposition is proposed:

**P2:** Customer integration is positively related to customer related performance outcome.

**Relationship between internal integration and performance**

The importance of internal integration has been widely highlighted in SCI literature. Internal integration have been found have positive impact on operational performance of the firm including logistics performance (Germain, Iyer 2006; Stank et al. 2001) and process efficiency (Saeed et al. 2005). It has also been found to have positive impact on time based performance constructs such as “time-to-market”, “time-to-product” and also achieving high customer responsiveness (Droge et al. 2004). Internal integration has been found to have positive impact on business performance of firm (Flynn et al. 2010). On the basis of the above observation, the following research proposition is proposed:

**P3:** Internal integration is positively related to manufacturing related performance outcome.

**Relationship between SRPO and firm performance, CRPO and firm performance, MRPO and firm performance**

Many studies investigating the relationship between SCI and financial performance have shown that SCI does not directly impact financial performance of the firm, showing that there some intermediate performance outcomes of SCI (Resenzweig et al. 2003; Vickery et al. 2003). Droge et al. (2004) mentioned in their study that managers view quality, cost and inventory improvement as immediate performance outcomes of either types of integration which can further affect financial performance of firm. Hence we argue that immediate performance outcomes of individual dimension of SCI will have positive impact on financial performance of firm. Hence the following research proposition is proposed:

- **P4:** supplier related performance outcome is positively related to financial performance.
- **P5:** customer related performance outcome is positively related to financial performance.
- **P6:** manufacturing related performance outcome is positively related to financial performance.

6. Discussion

The above review of literature on the relationship between SCI and performance shows that there are many inconsistencies and contradictions in results. These inconsistencies can be attributed to the way the authors have defined and measured SCI and performance constructs, and, the way this relationship has been tested. Several researchers have also discussed the problem and challenges regarding the definition and measurement of performances in supply chain integration studies (Chow et al. 1994; Vaart et al. 2008; Flynn et al. 2010). Some of the studies have linked the integration of manufacturers with its customers and suppliers with financial performance of the manufacturers (Frohlich et al. 2001; Vickery et al. 2003; Chen et al.; Droge et al. 2004; Jayaram et al. 2004; Kannan, Tan 2005; Narasimhan, Kim 2002; Prahinski, Benton 2004). While other studies have linked supply chain integration to operational performance measures and customer service measures (Gimenez, Ventura 2003, 2005; Humphreys et al. 2004; Li et al. 2006). The inconsistency on the relationship between SCI construct and financial performance indicates that SCI leads to some immediate performance outcomes which in turn impact financial performance. Hence, there is a need to investigate the immediate performance outcome
of different dimensions of supply chain integration which are- supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration. For instance if a company is well integrated only with its suppliers, their relationship would lead to some performance improvement. However, their performance improvement would be different from a company integrated only with its customers. Similarly, a firm focusing only on internal integration may achieve certain performance improvement which would be different from a firm focusing only on external integration (integration with suppliers and customers).

Conclusion and future research implication

The main objective of this study was to review the existing literature on relationship between supply chain integration and firm performance. The analysis of supply chain literature shows inconsistency in its finding about relationship between supply chain integration and performance. Based on the gaps identified, this study presents a testable research model postulating the relationship between different dimensions of SCI and their immediate performance outcomes. It argues that supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration would contribute to performance improvement which will be outcome of that particular integration effort. Hence, it proposes three different performance construct resulting specifically from supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration, which would further contribute to financial performance of firm. Hence, this study highlighted that there is a need to:

- Investigate the immediate performance outcome of different dimensions of SCI viz. supplier integration, customer integration and internal integration.
- Investigate how the immediate performance outcomes affects the financial performance of the firm.
- Test this model in context of emerging economies like India because not much of supply chain integration research has been done in the context of emerging economies.
- The above mentioned issues in SCI literature gives the scope of further research in this area. The development of scales to measure immediate performance outcomes and empirical investigation of the proposed research model in Indian context is our avenue for future research.
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